A successive asymmetric colour-matching task was used to study the changes in colour appearance of simulated Munsell samples. Colour shifts were induced with two Planckian illuminants, standard illuminant A (u 0 = 0.256, v 0 = 0.524) and illuminant S (u 0 = 0.174, v 0 = 0.392). Measurements were conducted with a 20°field and a 120°field. Adaptation period varied from 1 to 30 s with the smaller field and from 1 to 60 s with the larger field. Colour shifts were specified in terms of a modified Brunswik ratio (BR). Higher values of BR were associated with longer adaptation periods but only when the larger background was used. Supplementary experiments showed that the changes in colour appearance were related to a slight shift in the perceived colour of the background. The timing of the colour shifts are modelled in terms of cone opponent responses. High values of BR correspond to almost complete von Kries adaptation in all three cone types.
Introduction
Full or complete colour constancy requires identification of surface reflectance of objects under varying illumination. In an engineering sense, a physical system can perform this task if the full description of the illuminant and light reflected from objects are available (Parkkinen, Hallikainen, & Jaaskelainen, 1989) . In real situations, illuminants are not explicitly specified and the illuminant and the surface reflectance characteristics of objects are confounded. Thus, many theories have been developed on how an illuminant can be evaluated to determine the reflecting properties of objects. These range from various estimates of the mean colour of a scene (see review by Brainard, Kraft, & Longere, 2003) to some analysis of higherorder statistics (Golz & MacLeod, 2002) . In order for the colour mechanism to compensate for illuminant changes, a wide field of view and a full spectrum of wavelengths is required. Under certain conditions, usually when the bandwidth of the illuminant is restricted, colour constancy fails, and colours are distorted. The underlying mechanisms remain obscure. For example, using a real environment which allowed control of the illuminant and the reflectances from all objects, Kraft and Brainard (1999) showed that none of the classical theories of colour constancy satisfactorily accounts for their data.
One approach to this problem is to simplify the task by studying so-called relational colour constancy (Craven & Foster, 1992) . Here, two scenes are compared in rapid succession and observers report whether they see either an illuminant or a material change. In this case, the visual system can make use of cone contrasts between various components of the scene to decide on either an illuminant or a material change. Hurlbert, Bramwell, Heywood, and Cowey (1998) task which can be carried out by patients with achromatopsia who do not perceive colour. They speculated that the mechanism for computing cone excitation ratios may be based in the retina, though conceding that subsequent cortical activity must contribute to the final percept. Further evidence of the operation of retinal mechanisms was presented by Chichilnisky and Wandell (1995) . As in the present study, they used a large uniform background and a matching paradigm. They showed that receptoral sensitivity changes explained the shifts in colour appearance induced by different backgrounds. But it is unlikely that only retinal mechanisms account for true colour appearance. Bloj, Kerten, and Hurlbert (1999) demonstrated that colour appearance of two identical surfaces is modified depending on whether they are perceived as concave or convex under binocular conditions, suggesting that the cortex is involved in these processes and cognitive mechanisms are at work.
Still another approach is to reduce the problem to the simplest task of finding the colour appearance of a test sample on a neutral background under various illuminants. In this arrangement, chromatic adaptation has been regarded as the most obvious and important factor (Jameson & Hurvich, 1989; Webster & Mollon, 1995) . Fairchild and Lennie (1992) and Werner, Sharpe, and Zrenner (2000) found that the time required for this type of adaptation to an illuminant is between 60 and 120 s. However, even in this simple task of identifying a colour surface on a neutral background, colour constancy is far from complete, usually reaching between 70 and 90%.
The present study re-examines the issue of chromatic adaptation, its time course and the importance of the size of the visual field. The experiments have been conducted with a computer monitor and simulated Munsell samples as test stimuli. This type of set-up is highly artificial. Although it cannot re-produce real-world viewing conditions, it can reveal details of the important parameters on which the implementation of the basic rules rely. One of the fundamental parameters is the size of the visual field. To investigate this, and how it influences the time course of the underlying mechanisms, we have developed a simple but effective method of substantially extending the stimulus field by viewing along a matt white conical tube.
Methods

Subjects
Four subjects participated in the experiments. All have normal colour vision according to the Farnsworth 100 Hue test. Two observers were highly experienced in performing colour psychophysics experiments and were familiar with the objective of the experiments. These observers had normal Rayleigh and Moreland matches and performed correctly on all the Ishihara pseudo-isochromatic plates. All had normal or corrected to normal visual acuity.
Apparatus
The experiments were conducted in a darkened room. The stimuli were generated with a VSG (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK) and presented on a 20 in colour monitor (Barco Reference Calibrator Ó). The monitor was warmed up 2 h before the beginning of the experiments and calibrated (SpectraScan PR650, Photo Research, Chatsworth, CA, USA) before each experimental session and checked at the end of the session. The screen was viewed from 30 cm with the head mildly restrained in a head and chin rest. A box (75 · 75 · 100 cm) enclosed the front of the monitor to exclude extraneous light. In some experiments, a slightly conical tube was used as described below.
Stimuli
Simulated Munsell samples were used in a successive asymmetric colour-matching task. The Munsell samples were classified in terms of hue, value (luminance), and chroma (saturation). They were simulated using Parkkinen reflectance functions to reflect the light from each chip under the different illuminants (Parkkinen et al., 1989) . For these experiments three basis functions were used. It has been shown (Maloney, 1986; Oxtoby & Foster, 2005 ) that for most observers this is sufficient to make colour differences between original and represented sample non-discriminable. The luminance of the neutral background was 20 cd/m 2 under both test illuminants.
Note that the samples were photometrically isoluminant with their background only under illuminant C. Hence the samples in the red region, of the spectrum, e.g., 10YR and 10RP, had slightly higher luminance under illuminant A and slightly lower luminance under illuminant S. In two subjects, luminance ratios were checked with selected samples simulated under illuminant A as the background, using flicker photometry at 12.5 Hz. Minimum flicker settings were within 0.05 cd/m 2 (2%) of photometrically expected values in all cases. With another subject, minimum flicker points were obtained for 18 equally spaced hue samples describing a colour circle centred on illuminant C. All settings were within 3% of photometric isoluminance.
Colour-matching observations were made with 10 simulated Munsell samples 7/4 (value 7, chroma 4) on a neutral background (N7). The set consisted of the following sequence: 10P, 10PB, 10B, 10BG, 10G, 10GY, 10Y, 10YR, 10R, and 10RP. All 10 Munsell samples were presented in the centre of the screen, subtending 2°, surrounded by a neutral background (N7) subtending 20°. Data are presented in CIE LUV space (CIE 1976) , which though imperfect in terms of uniformity is more appropriate than the x-y chromaticity diagram for these experiments (see Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, page 503 and Fig. 2 ).
Procedure
The presentation sequence is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Following 15 min adaptation in a dim room, the subject was pre-adapted for at least 1 min to the uniform N7 background under standard daylight illuminant C (u 0 = 0.209; v 0 = 0.461). The test sample with the neutral background appeared in response to the subject pressing the space bar on the computer keyboard. It was presented under one of the test illuminants, (see below) for either 1, 5, 30 or 60 s. There followed a corresponding 1, 5, 30 or 60 s re-adaptation or top-up period to illuminant C and the sample then appeared under illuminant C. The subject adjusted the hue, chroma, and value of the reference sample under standard illuminant C to match the test sample as it had appeared under the test illuminant. The role of the top-up period was to maintain adaptation to illuminant C, especially for the longer durations. On occasions, subjects refrained from matching and re-adapted to illuminant C to avoid cumulative adaptation to the test illuminants due to prolonged testing periods. The matching time was not restricted, in that the presentation cycle could be repeated until the subject indicated he/she had obtained a satisfactory match. Although subjects were obliged to retain a colour in memory whilst they adjusted the sample, they were well-practised at the technique. Some subjects were able to do the task more rapidly than others (because they did not find it necessary to check and re-check their settings) and so it could be argued that they were more skilled at recalling colours. This point is considered further in Section 4.
Overall six test illuminants were used. Two Planckian illuminants, chosen to simulate natural viewing conditions, illuminant A, (2856 K; u 0 = 0.256, v 0 = 0.524) and illuminant S, (u 0 = 0.174, v 0 = 0.392) are presented in this report. Data for all illuminants are reported in Daugirdiene (2002) . Four other illuminants, representing red-green and yellow-blue axes were also tested. The results from these experiments will be described in a separate paper.
Large (120°) and small (20°) field sizes
To test the effect of field size, two viewing conditions were devised: a 20°field and a 120°field. Despite the dim conditions, the subjects were aware of the surroundings of the monitor with the 20°back-ground and to eliminate these factors and to increase the field of view, the background and test stimulus were viewed through a slightly coneshaped tube constructed from matt white, stiff cardboard. The tube was fixed to the front of the monitor and had the same diameter as the adapting background of 20°. It was carefully attached to the head rest so that there was no light leakage around the subjects' forehead or temple. The surface of the paper diffusely reflected the display so that the subjects' entire field of vision consisted of a continuous surround having the same chromaticity as the background. In these measurements, only the stimulus and the background remained in the subject's field of vision. In a sense this is a type of Ganzfeld, having the benefit of adapting the entire field of view of approximately 90°t emporally and between 40°and 60°nasally, depending on the facial anatomy. We estimate that this produces, on average, a binocular field of view of approximately 120°and have labelled the figures accordingly.
The chromaticity and luminance of the cone were measured with the PR650 spectrophotometer and at 1 nm intervals with a spectroradiometer. Different points were sampled at different angles of reflectance. Luminance values showed a uniform distribution for all measurements. The difference in chromaticity between the monitor screen and the extended surround were calculated from the spectroradiometer measurements. Example values for two such points measured at different angles of incidence and reflection were as follows: for a background chromaticity of The procedure for the 120°field experiment was the same as in the 20°fi eld except that an additional adaptation period of 60 s was used. To reiterate, note that re-adaptation periods were always matched by presentation periods, so that for example 60 s presentation was followed by 60 s re-adaptation to illuminant C.
Matching the neutral background
To evaluate how the colour of the neutral background is perceived under the two backgrounds, test stimuli composed only of the neutral background N7 illuminated by either A or S were used. The subject adjusted hue, saturation, and brightness of the sample to match the apparent colour of the background under the same timing conditions as described above.
Data analysis
The data are presented by evaluating perceptual and physical changes of chromaticity co-ordinates in CIE LUV colour space (CIE 1976), using a single dimension variation of the Brunswik ratio (BR) (Troost & Weert, 1991) as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here, the strength of colour constancy is defined in terms of two Euclidian distances in u 0 v 0 space M (CiMi) between the sample under the reference illuminant (C) and its location when matched, and T (CiAi), the distance between the sample and its location under the test illuminant-effectively the physical match. Hence,
where M = CiMi and T = CiAi.
In these experiments, we are measuring the degree of colour constancy with respect to the state of adaptation which is assumed to be illuminant C. Therefore, when the location of a particular sample coincides with its location under illuminant C, then colour constancy is perfect and BR = 1. When the perceived co-ordinate of the sample coincides with its physical location under the test illuminant, there is no compensation for the illuminant, colour constancy mechanisms are not operating, and BR = 0. The data were analysed with a three way repeated measures ANOVA. Fig. 2 shows the loci of 10 reference Munsell samples in u 0 , v 0 space for the reference illuminant C (filled diamonds), and for the test illuminant A (filled circles) as an example. The third locus shows the subjective matches made by one subject (open triangles). Note that the matching loci are not as regular as the other two due to subjective variations in the matches. These errors were minimised by repeating the matching procedure at least three times and taking the mean of the results. Four subjects participated in the main experiments. Fig. 1 . Stimulus presentation sequence. Test stimulus appeared in response to space bar press and remained present under test illuminant for test duration. This was followed by an equivalent re-adapt period. Subjects then adjusted hue, saturation, and brightness according to the colour appearance under the presentation period.
The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the computation of BR. The perceptual shift (CiMi) is smaller than the shift due to the test illuminant (CiAi). In this case, BRi = 0.44, i.e., a modest degree of colour constancy. Evidently, test samples change their colour appearance with this illumination, but due to the operation of colour constancy mechanisms, the perceptual shifts are much smaller than might be expected from the physical reflectances of the samples.
Results
Figs. 3A and B show the loci of the 10 Munsell samples and the corresponding matches under illuminants A and S, respectively, in CIE LUV colour space for the 20°back-ground. In both figures, the loci of the samples under the reference illuminant C are filled diamonds, the loci of the samples under illuminant A are filled circles and those for illuminant S are filled squares. The data in this and other figures are means across all subjects. Differences between observers were small. . Some interactions between the hue of the test patch and the duration of the presentation are revealed by the change in shape of the matching locus and how it varies with duration. These are discussed with the pertinent statistical analysis below.
The matching loci for the samples under illuminant S are illustrated in Fig. 3B and stimulus presentation times are depicted as in Fig. 3A . In spite of some variability with respect to hue, it is obvious that the matches are clustered together between the reference and test ellipses and they differ from each other relatively little.
To allow quantitative interpretation, the mean BR across subjects and its standard deviation are shown as a function of Munsell Hue for the same data in Figs. 4A (illuminant A) and B (illuminant S). As hinted in Fig. 3 , overall higher BR values are obtained for illuminant S than for illuminant A (t test, p < 0.01) after averaging across hue. For test illuminant A, there is a clear effect of hue, confirmed by statistical analysis described in the next section, with samples 10PB, 10B, and 10Y showing a particularly high BR and 10G showing a low BR. These effects are exaggerated under these conditions by the longer stimulus duration, so that the 30 s duration gives the highest BR for 10B and the lowest BR for 10G. Shorter durations dampen the peaks and troughs in the data. Overall, under these experimental conditions, colour appearance is quite unstable, that is, compensation for the illuminant, according to BR is variable, and with a few exceptions, BR is quite low. This instability, or susceptibility to the illuminant may be linked to the high contrast border between the 20°background and its surround and/ or to the fact that the observer was aware of the surround of the monitor. We speculated that the perceived colour is determined by both the colour difference of the test stimulus relative to the background and the colour of the background itself (Schirillo & Shevell, 2000; Shevell, 1978; Shevell & Wei, 1998) . To test this possibility, the set-up was modified by placing a matt white cone between head rest and monitor. The inside of the cone diffusely reflected the monitor screen (background and test sample) so that the stimulus was effectively surrounded by a wide (120°) uniform field with the same chromaticity as the background. The effects of this change in viewing conditions are described in the next section.
Figs. 5A and B illustrate the four loci of matching ellipses for illuminant A and S, respectively, for the 120°back-ground. Under these conditions a longer stimulus duration of 60 s was introduced. As in Fig. 3, showing that colour perception is less variable in terms of hue (cf. Fig. 3A) . None of the four matching ellipses overlap the illuminant locus and they all have approximately the same orientation as each other. They are different in orientation to the sample ellipse, suggesting some systematic hue effects and these are confirmed by repeated measures ANOVA F (9, 27) = 31.84, p < 0.05. There is a suggestion of a timing effect, which does not emerge in the statistical analysis F (2, 6) = 3.53 and p = 0.097, discussed in more detail below. A similar picture is seen in the case of illuminant S, as illustrated in Fig. 5B . The matching ellipses are close to the reference ellipse, indicating improved colour constancy. Again the matching ellipses have similar orientation and this is slightly different to that of the samples. The hue effects are more easily seen in Fig. 6 .
The data from Fig. 5 are re-plotted in terms of hue and BR in Figs. 6A and B. Comparison of these figures suggests that BR is higher for illuminant S than for A and, as for the smaller field, this effect reached statistical significance (t test, p < 0.01) after averaging across hue. Intriguingly, when duration was 60 s the subjects reported that the uniform test background appeared almost neutral with a slight bias toward the adapting (test) illuminant.
A final point concerns the importance of the hue shifts and their relationship to stimulus duration and field size. In Fig. 6A (test illuminant A) BR is shown to increase markedly with 1 and 5 s durations for the 10Y and 10R samples and, as seen in Fig. 6B , the same samples exhibit a sharp decrease in BR for the short durations with test illuminant S. To test the hypothesis that hue, duration and field size were related to BR, a 10 (hue) · 3 (duration) · 2 (field size) repeated measures 3-way ANOVA was conducted for each illuminant. Mauchley's test of sphericity (Rouanet & Lepine, 1970) was not significant in either case, showing that the variances of the differences between treatment levels were not significantly different. For illuminant A, there was a significant main effect of hue F (9, 27) = 31.84, p < 0.05, no significant effect of duration, F (2, 6) = 4.137, p > 0.05 and no significant effect of field size, F (1, 3) = 2.4, p > 0.05. There were strong interactions between hue and duration, between hue and field size, and between hue, duration, and size. As stated above, the interaction between duration and field size only just failed to reach significance with F (2, 6) = 3.53 and p = 0.097.
For illuminant S, there was a significant main effect of hue F (9, 27) = 40.98, p < 0.05, a significant main effect of duration F (2, 6) = 6.575, p < 0.05 and no significant effect of field size F (1, 3) = 0.644, p > 0.05. There were strong interactions between hue and duration, between hue and size, and between hue, duration, and size. There were no interactions between duration and field size Linear least square best fits are drawn through the data. We tested the null hypothesis that the slope, b of the regression line is zero. In the case of illuminant A and the 120°field, b = 0.006 and this is highly significant (t = 11.39, p < 0.001) and r = 0.88. For illuminant S with the 120°field, b = 0.003 (t = 6.00, p < 0.001) and r = 0.7. For the 20°field, values of r are 0.16 for illuminant A and À0.19 for illuminant S and b is zero and does not reach statistical significance for either of the two illuminants.
Appearance of the background
The matching loci in the 120°field condition appear to be centred around points which could be considered as new or perceptually adjusted backgrounds, although they are physically the same neutral background (N7) illuminated by A or S. This subjective impression can be evaluated by asking the subjects to match the colour of the background (under A or S) by a reference sample under C. Although there are minor difficulties in matching backgrounds with the much smaller 2°, N7 reference sample, the results (see Figs. 8A and B) are consistent with the idea that an apparent shift in background colour occurs. (Fig. 8A) , reveal that the location of the background is shifted toward the test illuminant, showing that compensation for the test illuminant is modest.
The results for the 120°field are quite different, as seen in Fig. 8B . Perceived background colour remains closer to illuminant C. Under these conditions, an extra presentation time of 60 s was tested (open diamonds) and the background appeared very similar to illuminant C, reflecting the high values of BR obtained for the samples for this presentation time. Finally, it should be stressed that all matched neutral points are approximately centred in their corresponding matching ellipses. 
Responses of a cone opponent model
The data in Figs. 7 and 8 reveal a strong timing effect with the large field whereas this effect is absent with the 20°field. With the large background, the perceived background drifts slowly toward the adapting background for adaptation durations greater than 5 s. To quantitatively evaluate this background drift, the data from Fig. 8 are expressed in terms of cone opponent activity in Fig. 9 . The left panel shows the r-g and b-y cone opponent responses versus adaptation period for the 20°field and the right panel, r-g and b-y values for the 120°field. The upper panel illustrates the data for illuminant A and the lower panel those for illuminant S. Details of the model are described in the Appendix A. Fig. 9 illustrates that, as adaptation proceeds, the activity in the r-g and b-y channels gradually tends toward zero for the 120°field, but not the 20°fi eld.
Discussion
The task of evaluating the appearance of a test sample colour on a neutral background is one of the simplest and most basic in colour vision. Indirectly, it tests the biologically critical ability to discriminate colours from each other and it has been known for some time that this can be performed at, and close to threshold (Mullen & Kulikowski, 1990; Sharanjeet-Kaur, Kulikowski, & Walsh, 1997) . The gamut of discriminable colours is of course extended at supra-threshold levels, but as is well known, it is also strongly influenced by both the wavelength mix reflected from the surface of a sample and the chromaticity of its background (Schirillo & Shevell, 2000; Wei & Shevell, 1995) .
Surprisingly, in spite of the relative simplicity of the colour appearance task, parameters controlling its performance have not been explicitly identified. In the experiments described, the effect of one of these parame- ters, namely the size of the field of view is tested when the colour of the sample is shifted by viewing under different illuminants. A substantive improvement in BR is obtained when the field of view is extended from 20°to 120°. Under the large field viewing conditions a clear timing effect was evident with longer presentation times resulting in higher values of BR. Colour memory obviously plays a role; particularly at these longer durations, otherwise the task would not be possible. Note that all subjects performed well at the longer durations. However, it seems unlikely that memory would selectively affect performance for large or small fields or in different regions of colour space. With the introduction of the wider field, the surround of the monitor and the edge of the 20°field were no longer visible to the subjects. The possibility that the presence of the monitor surround and/or the edge may have affected the results is considered below.
Small and large backgrounds
In the first set of experiments using the 20°back-ground and the dark surround, colour constancy was rather poor, with one or two exceptions, such as for samples 10P and 10PB under illuminant S (see Fig. 3B ). It is clear that this relatively modest performance was not due only to incomplete cone adaptation to the background illuminant. If this were so, the colour appearance of the test stimulus should change with adaptation period, with the longer adaptation time producing higher values of BR. The size and shape of the matching ellipses corresponding to short (1 s) and longer presentations were similar. This absence of a timing effect in the 20°field data is surprising. As seen particularly clearly in Figs. 4A and B, and particularly in Fig. 7 , BR remains fairly constant regardless of whether 1, 5 or 30s adaptation is used. In fact, in some cases, e.g., 10BG, 10G, and 10GY under illuminant A and 10BG under illuminant S, BR is higher for 1 s adaptation than for 30 s.
The second series of experiments employed a larger, 120°field, to test the idea that the 20°field was in some way impeding colour constancy. These experiments reveal a substantial improvement in BR and the emergence of a timing effect. It is apparent that the mechanisms controlling this process have a relatively long time course as described in previous reports (Fairchild & Lennie, 1992; Fairchild & Reniff, 1995; Werner et al., 2000) . The latter studies used a hue cancellation technique which revealed strong timing effects similar to those described above for the 120°viewing condition.
As pointed out above, it is possible that the fact that the subject was aware of the monitor surround and that there was a sharp achromatic edge to the 20°field could contribute to the relatively poor colour constancy obtained with the smaller field. It may be that a totally dark surround would have enabled improved performance as effectively as the increase in field size. We think this unlikely for two reasons. First, observers were able to observe a small shift in the colour of the background under the 20°field and this was much less noticeable under the 120°field condition. Second, the room lighting was low and the monitor was mounted in a dark surround so that its edges were only slightly above threshold. The edge of the 20°field could have impeded colour constancy and with the present setup it would not be possible to test this possibility. The introduction of a gaussian luminance profile at different eccentricities would provide interesting data about the long-range interactions operating to inhibit colour constancy, but these are beyond the scope of the present investigation.
The shift in chromaticity of the backgrounds (see Fig. 8 ), may be expressed in terms of cone opponent mechanisms as illustrated in Fig. 9 . Although this is not the only possibility, it provides a measure of the change in chromaticity and how that change occurs with adaptation time. The responses of the cone opponent model are referenced with respect to illuminant C (Stanikunas, Vaitkevicius, Kulikowski, Murray, & Daugirdiene, 2005) as described in the Appendix A, so that perceived drift of the background toward C, results in the values of r-g and b-y tending to zero. As seen in Fig. 9 , for observations made under the 120°field, activity in the r-g and b-y channels is reduced as adaptation proceeds, whereas there is little change for the 20°field.
Von Kries adaptation and the role of cones
These experiments raise an important point with respect to the role of the photoreceptors in these experiments. One of the most enduring ideas in the colour constancy literature is that of von Kries adaptation (Worthey, 1985) . It was thought that perceived colour remains constant due to the automatic re-scaling of the photoreceptor sensitivities according to a particular illumination. Hence, lightness algorithms describe different ways (some linear, others non-linear) of retrieving the scaling factors based on the illumination levels across a scene. There is substantial evidence for such long-range normalising effects in that it is well known that perceived colour depends on its surround. Is it possible then, that the photoreceptors provide a kind of sensory input into a higher level of processing that gives stable colour perception? If so, one might expect the cone contrasts to provide a more accurate prediction of colour constancy when BR was higher as under the 120°field compared with the 20°field.
This idea was tested explicitly by plotting the cone contrasts for each sample under the test illuminant and the reference illuminant for the 20°field and for the 120°field. The data are illustrated in Fig. 10 . The left column shows the data for the 20°field and for 30 s duration, the middle column illustrates the 120°field data for 30 s duration and the right column 120°field data for 60 s duration. Michelson cone contrast for each cone type is plotted. The open triangles indicate L-cone contrast, the open squares M-cone contrast, and the open circles S-cone contrast. In column 1, it is apparent that for each match, the contrast seen by the L-and M-cones is closely correlated for the test and reference illuminant, (r 2 = 0.99, p < 0.001) but that the S-cone contrasts are less well correlated for the two illuminants (r 2 = 0.71, p < 0.05). A similar effect can be seen for illuminant S. Again the L-and M-cone contrasts have higher values of association (r 2 > 0.62, p < 0.05, for L-cones and r 2 > 0.99, p < 0.05 for M-cones) than the S-cone contrast (r 2 = 0.55, p < 0.05). As is evident in the central and right-hand columns, the intensity of association is increased for all cone contrasts and for both illuminants when the 120°field is used (r 2 > 0.99, p > 0.001 for all cone types). Although there are scaling problems in presenting S-cone contrasts with L-and M-cone contrasts because they are different orders of magnitude, it is clear that only with complete adaptation, that is maximum field size and duration, are cone contrasts for all three photoreceptors equal for both illuminants. As in previous reports (e.g., Bäuml, 1999) , S-cones show most deviation from von Kries adaptation. This may be related to their gain control characteristics and the scaling issue mentioned above. The link between von Kries adaptation and BR is important for our understanding of how colour information is coded; only when Brunswik ratios are high do we obtain equal cone contrasts for both illuminants and for all three cone types. Chichilnisky and Wandell (1995) used an asymmetric colour-matching paradigm that has many similarities to our experimental condition. Match time was not restricted and, because a dichoptic paradigm was used, a large, 64°field size was obtained. When new backgrounds were introduced the subject adapted for 2 min. They found that under such conditions, the receptor gain control model predicts asymmetric colour matches and thereby colour constancy of small targets. Our data as shown agrees well with their conclusion, but only for the long durations and large backgrounds. The crucial differences in the two studies are (a) that we have used intermediate adaptation states and (b) we have compared 20°and 120°.
In the present study, we show how the perceived background changes, drifting slowly toward the adapting background (C). However, it is important to ask how the cone contrast computations are linked to veridal colour appearance. We might expect that local cone contrast would be influenced by foveal and parafoveal mechanisms, but here we show that cone adaptation is improved when the field of view is extended from 20°to 120°. This suggests other processes operate beyond cone adaptation. Daugirdiene, Murray, Vaitkevicius, and Kulikowski (2006) describe a slightly different model computing cone contrasts with respect to the perceived, rather than the physical, background. Then, cone contrasts precisely predict the data, despite in some cases, poor performance in terms of colour constancy. This also suggests that, at least in our experiments, cone excitation ratios are an important, but preliminary stage in colour perception.
A.2. Scaling in terms of L À M and S À (L + M) cone opponency
We calculate the Weber contrast for each of the opponent functions as follows. For the case under illuminant A, then the Weberian opponent unit response to the matched sample is Hence the chromatic contrast between sample and perceived background, here expressed in terms of cone opponency, remains constant. The drift of the background then accounts for the shift in colour appearance and its magnitude is predicted by the constant Ko. When the background drift is large, that is, the perceived background is close to illuminant C, then because cone opponent responses are zero for illuminant C, then the cone opponent responses will tend to zero. This is what is observed, in Fig. 9 .
